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which often crowded the drama itself into insignificance.
When they went to the theatre, people ceased to be interested
in drama which would interpret human experience or intro-
duce them to new personalities. They expected to be enter-
tained and diverted with surprising scenic effects set in a
framework of drama which sacrificed truth to sensationalism.
The Licensing Act which made the regular theatres in-
crease the size of their buildings had also another effect.
Small 'pirate' theatres were built all round London which
had to create the legal fiction that they were not theatres at
all, but places of entertainment of a different kind. The
managers of these minor theatres pretended that they were
producing*, not plays, but operas and musical pieces. The
plays themselves were altered often beyond recognition., and
cut short so that they could be interspersed with songs and
odd pieces of entertainment of all kinds. As well as thrusting
musical 'turns' in between dramatic pieces., managers intro-
duced music into the plays themselves by announcing the
entrance of the characters with an appropriate tune. This
proved very popular. The audiences developed a taste for
plays with well-marked and exaggerated characters., and the
music told them what to expect. Of these characters it
might be said that:
'When they were good, they were very very good.
And when they were bad, they were horrid!'
As low, sinister music announced the approach of the villain,
the spectators hissed and booed, but cheered loudly when the
hero entered. These audiences certainly enjoyed themselves,
although it would be difficult to say that they enjoyed the
play, which, as in the regular theatres, became a matter of
secondary importance.  The plays which were written had
more than a little in common with the sentimental plays of
the eighteenth century, altered so that they had much less

